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(54) Title: IMPROVED TECHNIQUES FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE EDITING

(57) Abstract: Techniques for three-dimensional (3D) image editing are de
scribed. In one embodiment, for example, an apparatus may comprise a pro -
cessor circuit and a 3D graphics management module, and the 3D graphics
management module maybe operable by the processor circuit to determine
modification information for a first sub-image in a 3D image comprising the
first sub -image and a second sub -image, modify the first sub- image based
on the modification information for the first sub-image, determine modifi ca
tion information for the second sub -image based on the modification inform
ation for the first sub-image, and modify the second sub-image based on the
modification information for the second sub-image. Other embodiments are
described and claimed.
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ROVED TECHNIQUES F 0 R TKRE ι ENS IO AL I E DΓΠ &

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Embodime nts described herein generally relate to the generation

manipulation, pre tation, and co nsumption of three-dimensional (3D) imag .

BACKGROUND

[0002 ] Various conventional tec hnique s exist for the generation of 3D image s .

According to some such t chniqu s, a particular 3D image maybe comprised of multiple

sub-images. For example, 3D images g erated according to stereoscopic 3D technology

are comprised of left and right sub-images that create 3D effects when viewed in tandem.

In order to edit such a 3D image , it maybe necessary to perform modifications of its sub-

images. These modificatons should b e determined such that the quahtyofthe 3D image

is preserv

BRIEF DE SCRIPT! ON OF THE DRAWINGS

[0003 ] FI G. 1 illustrates one embodiment of an apparatus and one embodiment of a

first system.

[0004] FI G. 2 illustrates one enifoodiment of a series of sub -image modifications .

[0005] FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a logic flow.

[0006 ] FI G. 4 illustrates one en^odiment of a se cond system.



[0007 ] Fl G. 5 illustrates one embodiment of a third s ste .

[0008 ] Fl G. 6 illustrates one enitoodiment of a device .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009 ] Various en odiments ma be generally dire cte d to technique s for thre e-

dimensional (3D) image editing. In one embo diment for example, an apparatus may

comprise a processor circuit and a 3D graphics management module, and the 3D graphics

management module maybe operable by the processor circuit to determine modification

mformation fo a first sub-image in a 3D image comprising the first sub -image and a

second sub-image, modify the first sub -image based on the modification information for

the first sub-image, determine modification information for the se nd su -image based

on the modification information for the first sub -image, and modify the second sub-image

based on the modification mformation for the sec ond sub -imag e. Other en odiments

maybe described and claimed.

[0010] Various en odiments may comprise one or more elements. An element may

comprise any structure arranged to perform certain operations. Each element maybe

implemented as hardware, software, or any combination thereof, as desired for a given set

of design parameters or performance constraints. Although an embodiment maybe

described with a limited number of elements in a certain topology by way of example, the

embodime nt may include more or less elements in alternate topologie s as de sire d for a



given implementation. It is worthy to ote that any reference to "one embodiment" or

"an embodiment means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic describe din

connection with the eni odi ent is included in at least one embodiment. The

appearances of the phrases "in one e i odim en " "in some embodiments," and "in

various enitoodrments" in various places in the specification are not necessarily all

referring to the same embodiment.

[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates ablock diagram of an apparatus 100. As shown in FIG. 1,

apparatus 1 0 comprises multiple elements including a processor circuit 102, a memory

unit 1 4, and a 3D graphics management module 1 . The embodiments, however, are

not limited to the type , number, or arrangement of eleme nts sho wn in this figure .

[0012] In various embodiments, apparatus 1 0 may comprise proce ssor circuit 1 .

Processor circuit 102 maybe implemented using any proce ssor or logic device, such as a

complex instruction set computer (CISC) microprocessor, a reduced instruction set

computing (RISC) microprocessor, a very long instruction word (VLIW) microprocessor,

an instruction set compatible processor, a processor implementing a combination of

instruction sets, a multi-core processor such as a dual-core processor or dual-core mobile

proce ssor, or any other microproce ssor or ce ntral pro cessing unit (CPU) . Proc essor

circuit 102 may also be implemented as a dedicated processor, such as a controller, a

microcontroller, an embedded processor, a chip multiprocessor (CMP), a c -processor, a

digital signal processor (DSP), a network processor, a media processor, an input/output

(I ) processor, a media access control (MAC) processor, a radio baseband processor, an

application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array(FPGA), a



programmable logic device (PLD), and so forth. In one embodiment, for e mple ,

proce ssor circuit 1 2 maybe imple mented as a general purpo se proc essor, such as a

proce ssor made by Intel® Corporation, Santa Clara, Calif. The enifcodime nts are not

limited in this context.

[0013] In some en odiments, apparatus 1 0 may comprise or be arranged to

communicatively couple with a memory unit 104. Memory unit 104 maybe

implemented using any machine -readable or computer-readable media capable of storing

data, mchiding both volatile and non-volatile memory. For example, memory unit 104

may include read-only memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM), dynamic RAM

(DRAM), Double -Data-Rate DRAM (DDRAM), synchronous DRAM (SDRAM), static

RAM (SRAM), programmable ROM (FROM), erasable programmable ROM (EPROM),

electrically erasable programmable ROM(EEPROM), flash memory, polymer memory

such as ferroelectric polymer memory, ovonic memory, phase change or ferroelectric

memor silicon-oxide -nitride-oxide -silicon ( ΟΝΟ ) memor magnetic or optical cards,

or any other type of media suitable for storing information. It is worthy of note that some

portion or all of memory u t 1 4 maybe include d on the same inte grated ci uit as

processor circuit 1 2, or alternatively some portion or all of memory unit 104 maybe

disposed on an integrated circuit or other medium, for example a hard disk drive, that is

external to the integrated circuit of proce ssor circuit 102. Although memory unit 104 is

comprised within apparatus 100 in FIG. 1, memory unit 104 maybe external to apparatus

1 0 in some embodiments. The embodiments are not limited in this context.



[0014] In various embodiments, apparatus 1 0 may comprise a 3D grapiucs

management module 10fj. 3D graphics management module 10fj may comprise logic

and/ r circuitry operative to generate, process, analyze, modify and/or transmit one or

more 3D imag or sub-images. In some embodiments, processor circuit 1 2 maybe

operative to execute a 3D graphics application 107, and 3D graphics management module

1 b maybe operative to perform one or more operations based on information, logic,

data, and/ r instructions received from 3D graphics application 107. 3D graphics

application 107 may comprise any application featuring 3D image capture, generation,

processing, analysis, and/or editing capabilities. In various embodiments, f example,

3D g phics application 107 may comprise a 3D image processing and editing application.

The embodiments are not limited to this example.

[0015] FIG. 1 also illustrates a block diagram ofa system 140. System 140 may

comprise any of the aforementioned elements of apparatus 100. System 140 may further

comprise a 3D camera 142. 3D camera 142 may comprise any device capable of

capturing 3D images. For example, in some embodiments, 3D camera 142 may comprise

a dual-lens stereoscopic ca e a . In various other odim ents, 3D camera 142 may

comprise a camera army featuring more than two lenses. The embodiments are not

limited i this context.

[0016] In some embodiments, apparatus 100 and/or system 140 maybe configurable

to communicatively couple with a 3D display 145. 3D display 145 may compnise any 3D

display devi capable of displaying information rec ved from apparatus 100 and/or

system 14 . Example s tor 3D dispilay 145 may include a 3D television, a 3D mo or, a



3D projector, and a 3D computer screen. In one embodiment, for example. 3D display

145 maybe implemented by a liquid crystal display (LCD) display light emitting diode

(LED) display or other type of suitable visual interface fealuririg 3D capabilities. 3D

display 145 may comprise, for example, a touch-sensitive color display sere en. In

various implementations, 3D display 145 may comprise one or more thin-film transistors

(TFT) LCDs ire luding embedde d transistors . In some enitoodiments, 3D display 145 may

comprise a stereoscopic 3D display In various other embodiments, 3D display 1 5 may

comprise hologmphic display or another type of display capable of creating 3D visual

effects. In various eni odiments, 3D display 145 maybe arranged to display a graphical

user interface operable to directly or iridirectly control 3D graphics application 107. For

example, in some mbodirne ts, 3D display 145 maybe arranged to display a graphical

user interface generated by 3D graphics application 107. In such embodiments, the

graphical user interlace may enable operation of 3D graphics application 107 to capture,

generate, process, analyze, and/or edit one or more 3D images. The embodiments are not

hmited in this conte .

[0017] In some embodiments, apparatus 100 and/or system 140 maybe configurable

to communicatively couple with a user interface device 150. User interlace device 150

may comprise any device capable of accepting user input for processing by apparatus 100

ard/or system 140. In some embodiments, user interlace device 150 maybe operative to

receive one or more user inputs and to tiansmit information describing those inputs to

appaiatus 1 0 and/or system 140. Invarious enitoodiments, one or more operations of

appaiatus 1 0 and/or system 140 maybe controlled based on such user inputs. For



example, i om bodim ts, user interface device 150 may receive user input

comprising a re u t to edit a 3D image using 3D graphics application 107, and/or

comprising a selection of one or more editing capabilities of 3D graphics application 1 7

for performance on the 3D image and/or on a sub-image thereof. Examples of user

mterface device in some embodiments may include a keyboard, a mouse, a track ball, a

stylus, a joystick, and a remote control. In various embodiments, user interface device

150 may comprise user input components and/or capabilities of 3D display 145 in

addition to and/or in lieu of comprising a stand-alone device . For example, in some

embodiments, user interface device 150 may comprise touch-screen capabilities of 3D

display 145, using which user input maybe received via motions of the user's fingers on

a sere en of 3D display 145 . In various embodiments, apparatus 1 0 and/or system 140

maybe capable f accepting user input directly, and may itself comprise user input

device 1 0 . For example, i some embodiments, apparatus 100 and/or system 140 may

comprise voic e recog r tio n capabiliues and may accept user input in the form ofspoken

commands and/ r sounds. The embodiments are not limited in this context.

[0018] In general operation, apparatus 1 0 and/or syste m 140 maybe operative to

cause one or more 3D images to be presented on 3D display 145 . In various

enifcodiments, such D images may comprise stere pic 3D images comprising left and

rig ht sub-image s correspording to visual effects intended to be incide nt upon the

respective left and right eyes of a v of 3D display 145. In some embodiments,

appaiatus 100 and/or system 140 may enable the editing of such 3D images. For example,

in various embodiments, apparatus 100 and/ r system 140 may enable a vie of a 3D



image to use 3D graphics application 1 7 to edit the 3D image by ente ring input via user

interface device 150. The embodiments are not limited in this context.

[00 19 ] In some embodiments, 3D gra phi management module 1 maybe

operative to re ive an original 3D image 110 comprising an original sub-image 110-

ard an original sub-image 110-B. In various en^odiments, original sub-images 110-A

a d 110-B may comprise images that, when simultaneously displayed by 3D display 145,

create one or more 3D ffe cts associated with original 3D image 11 . In some

embodiments, original 3D image 11 may comprise a stereoscopic 3D image, and

original image s 11 -A and 110-B may comprise le ft and right sub -images therein. In

various en^odiments, 3D m e 1 2 maybe operative to capture original 3D image 11

ard transmit it to apparatus 1 0 and/or system 140. In some embodiments, 3D camera

142 may comprise a dual-lens ster sc e 3D camera, ard original sub-images 110-A

ard 110-B may comprise images captured by respective left and right lenses of 3D

camera 142. The embodiments are not limited in hi conte.it.

[0020 ] In various en^odiments, 3D graphic s manage ment module 1 6 maybe

operative to sele ct one of original sub -imag es 11 -A and 11 -B for editing by a user.

This selected sub-image maybe referred to as a reference sub-image 112, and the non-

selected sub -image maybe referred to as a counterpart sub -image 114. For example, in

an embodiment in which 3D graphic manageme nt mo dule 1O sele cts original sub-

image 110-B for editing, reference sub-image 112 may comprise original sub-image 110-

B and counterpart sub -image 114 may comprise original sub -image 11 -A . In some

embodime nts, 3D graphics management module 1 may perform the selec tion of



re ference sub -image 112 based on user input received via user input device 150, while in

other embodiments 3D graphics management module 1 6 may perform this selection

arbitrarily or based on pre defined settings. 3D g phic management module 106 may

then be operative on 3D display 1 5 to present reference sub-image 11 for editing,

viewing, manipulation, and/ r processing. For example, in one embodiment, a

predefined setting may stipulate that the l ft sub -image of an original 3D image 110

comprising a stereoscopic 3D image is to be selected as reference sub-image 112. Based

on this pre define d setting, 3D graphics manage ment module 106 maybe operative on 3D

display 145 to present that left sub-image for editing, viewing, manipulation, and/or

processing. The embodiments are not limited to this example .

[0021] In various enitoodiments, 3D graphic s manage ment module 1Oo maybe

operative to determine reference sub -image modification information 11 . Reference

sub-image modification information 116 may comprise logic, data, information, and/or

instructions indie ating one or more modifications to be made to re ferenc e sub-image 112 .

For example, in some embodiments, reference sub-image modification information 11

may indicate one or more ele ments to be added to, removed from, e locate d witlun, or

changed within reference sub-image 112. In the se and/or additional example

embodiments, refere e sub-image modification information 116 may indie ate one or

more alterations to be made to visual properties of reference sub -image 112, such as

brightness, contrast saturation, hue, color balance, and/or other visual properties. In

these and/or further example en^odiments, reference sub -ima e modification

information 11 may indicate one or more geometric transformations to be performedon



r fere ce sub -image 112, such as cropping, rotation, reflection, stretch, e , and/or

other transformations. Additional t pes f nrodifications are both possible and

contemplated, and the embodiments are not kmited in this context.

[0022 ] In various en od ments , 3D graphic manage ment module 1O maybe

operative to determine reference sub -image modification information 11 based on user

input received via user interface device 1 0 . In some embodiments, such user input may

be received in cconjunction with operation of 3D graphics applicatio n 1 . In an example

en odime nt, a user of 3D graphic application 1 7 may indicate a de sire to edit original

3D image 110, and reference sub-image 112 maybe presented on3D display 145. The

user may then utilise user interface device 1 0 to enter user input understood by 3D

graphics application 107 as an instruction to rotate reference su -image 112 clockwise b y

15 degrees. Based on this instruction, 3D graphics management module 1 may then

determine reference sub-image modification information 1 6 indicating that reference

sub-image 112 is to be rotated clockwise by 15 degre . In various embodiments, n e it

has determined reference sub -image modification information 11 , 3D graphics

management module 1 maybe operative to generate modified reference sub-image 122

by modifying reference sub-image 112 based on reference sub-image modification

information 11 . The en^odiments are not limited in this context.

[0023 ] In some embodiments, 3D graphics management module 1 maybe

operative to determine counterpart sub -image nrodification information 1I based n

reference sub -image modification information 11 . Counterpart sub -image modification

information 1IS may comprise logic, data, information, and/or instructions indicating one



or more modificatioris to be made to u terpart sub-image 114 in order to generate a

modified counterpart sub -image 1 4 that is sync hronize d with modified re ference sub -

image 122 . As employed herein in reference to modified re ference su -image 122 a d

modified counterpart sub -image 124, the term "sync hionized" is defined to denote that

the modifications of the two sub-images are consistent with each other such that a

modified 3D image 120 generate dbased on the two nidified sub -images will

appro priately reflect the de sire d modifications indicate dby the received user input. For

example, in an example embodiment in which a us inputs an instruction to rotate

reference sub -image 112 clockwise b y 15 degrees, modified counterpart sub -image 124 is

synchronized with mo dified re fere nce sub-image 1 2 if a modified 3D image 120

generate dbased on these two sub-images exhibits a clockwise rotation of 15 degrees with

respect to original 3D image 110 . The embodiments are not limited in this cont t.

[0024] In various odiments, generating a modified counterpart sub -image 1 4

that is synchronized with mo dified re ferenc e sub-image 122 may not be as

straightforward as applying the exact same modifications to the same regions and/or

elements o f counterpart sub-image 114 as were applied to reference sub -image 112

according to reference sub-image modification information 11 . Because reference sub-

image 112 and counterpart sub-image 114 maybe captured by different lenses, sensors,

cameras, anoVor image capture devices, any particular pixel in reference sub-image 112

may not necessarily correspond to the same pixel in counterpart sub-image 114 .

Corre spDnding pixels in t e two sub -images may ex b it horizontal and/ r vertical

displacements with respect to each other, and maybe associated with differing depths



a d/ r orientations with resp t to the optical centers of the lenses, sensors, cameras,

ard/or image capture devices that captured them. Depending on the nature of reference

sub-image modification information 11 , various techniques maybe employed in order to

determine counterpart sub-image modification information 1I that will result in a

modified counterpart sub -image 124 that is sync hronize d with modified refe rence sub -

image 1 .

[0025] In some embodiments, reference sub -image modification information H o"

may indicate a cropping of re ferenc e sub-image 112. Such a cropping may comprise a

selectionofa region within reference sub -image 112 that is to comprise modified

reference sub -image 122, with portions of reference sub -image 112 falling outside that

region being discarded. In order to determine counterpart su -image modification

information 1IS that will result in a modified counterpart sub-image 1 4 that is

synchronized with the cropped reference sub-image 112, 3D g phi management

module 1 maybe operative to use pixel-matching techniques to determine a region

within counterpart sub-image 114 that corresponds to the selected region within reference

sub-image 112. However, if the respective selected regions within reference su -image

11 and counterpart sub -image 114 are not ce ntered within tho se sub-images, the y may

comprise optical centers that differ from those of the unmodified sub -images. In essence,

under such circumstances, the optical ares of the cropped sub -images will not be

perpe ndicular to their image planes . If compe nsatio n is not performed fo r this effe ct, the

cropped sub -imag e may exhibit vertical parallax. Vertical parallax denote s a

circumstance in which corresponding pixels of two sub-images withina 3D image do not



share common pix el r s. ertical parallax may result i blurring and diminished

quality of 3D effects in such a 3D image, and may also lead to symptoms of discomfort

for vie wers of such a 3D image, such as headaches, vertigo, nausea, and/or other

undesirable symptoms.

[0026] In order to nu mi e or ehminate vertical parallax, 3D graphics management

module 1 maybe operative to perform image rectification in conjunction with cropping

reference sub -image 112 and cropped counterpart sub-image 114 in various embodiments.

In some embodiments, this may comprise determining reference sub-image modification

mformation 6 and counterpart sub -image nradification information 1IS such that when

theyare used to modify reference sub-image 112 and counterpart sub-image 114

respectively, a modified reference sub-image 122 a d a nidified counterpart sub -image

124 are obtained that are properly cropped and rectified. Such image rectification maybe

performed according to one or more conventional techniques for rectification of stereo

3D images. The enitoodiments are not limited in this context.

[0027 ] In various enitoodiments, re ference sub-image modification information 11

may indicate a rotation of reference sub -image 112. Sue h a rotation may comprise

rotating the pixels of reference sub-image 112 either clockwise or counter-clockwise

around a particular puint within reference sub-image 11 , sue has its optical center. 3D

graphics management module 10 may then be operative to determine counterpart sub-

image modificatio n information 1IS that indicates an equivalent rotation of the pixels of

counterpart sub-image 114 . This may comprise using pixel-nmtching techniques to

determine a correspnding point in counterpart sub-image 114 that matches the point in



re ference sub -image 112 around which the first rotation was performed, and rotating the

pixels of counterpart sub-image 114 around that corresponding point. However, an

equivale nt rotation of the pixels o f counterpart sub-image 114 may not necessarily b e of

the same number of degre es as that of the pixels of referenc e sub-image 112, due to the

difference in orientation of the two image planes. Thus, simply performing the same

rotation in counterpart sub-image 114 as was performe din reference sub -image 112 may

re suit in vertical parallax .

[0028 ] As such, in some embodiments, 3D graphics manage ment module 106 may b e

operative to utilise pixel-matching techniques to identify a region within counterpart sub-

image 114 that corr espo r s to that contained wilhin rotated refere nee sub -image 11 . In

such embo dime rets, 3 D graphics manag ent module 1 may then b e operative to

determine a rotation tor counterpart sub-image 114 that is equivalent to that performed

for reference su -image 1 12. 3 D graphics management module 106 may also b e

operative to crop rotated reference sub-image 112 and rotated counterpart sub-image 1 14

such that portions of each that have no corresponding portion in the other are discarded.

In various odim ents , 3D graphics management module 1 maybe operative to

perform image rectification in conjunction with rotating and cropping counterpart sub-

image 114, to minimise or ehminate v tica l parallax in the combination of modified

reference sub -image 122 and modified counterpart sub -image 124. The embodiments are

not limited in this context.

[0029] In some embodiments, reference sub -image modification information 116

may indicate an insertion of text, labels, figures, diagrams, images, icons, and r one or



more other elements into reference sub-image 112. Such insertions are hereafter

genetically re ferred to as "annotatio ns," but it is to be understood that as re ferenc ed

herein, an annotation may comprise any type of inserted visual element, and may not

necessarily comprise explanatoryte.it or even text at all. In various embodiments,

reference su -image modification information 11 that indicates an annotation of

reference su -image 112 may identify a visual element to b e incorporated into reference

sub-image 112 and a desired position of that element within modified reference sub-

i age 122 . In some embodiments, the intent of an annotation maybe to explain,

illustrate, supplement hi h igh and/or emphasise a feature within original 3D image

11 , and thus the annotatio n maybe inserted into refere nee sub -image 112 in a position

that is adj c nt to lements corre sponding to that feature in original 3D image 11 . In

various en^odiments, the feature of interest in original 3D image 11 may exhibit a

particular apparent depth, and it maybe desirable to generate modified 3D image 120

such that the annotation appears not only in a position adjacent to the feature, but also

with a same or similar apparent depth as the feature.

[0030] In some embodiments, 3D graphics management module 1 maybe

operative to determine a feature f interest in original 3D image 11 based on the

position of insertion of an annotation into reference sub -image 112. In various

embodiments, 3D graphics management module 1 maybe operative to perform such a

determination using one or more conventional feature recognition techniques. For

example, 3D graphics management module 1 6 may b operative to utilise feature

recognition techniques to recognize a face next to which an annotation has been inserted



i r fere sub-image 11 , and may identify that face as a feature of interest with which

the annotation is associated 3D graphics management module 1 may then be

opemtive to determine an apparent depth of that feature of mterest by comparing its

horizontal position within reference sub-image 112 with its horizontal position within

counterpart sub-image 11 . Ivbre particularly, D graphics management module 1

maybe operative to determine the apparent depth of the feature of interest based on the

horizontal displacement of the feature in counterpart sub -image 114 with respect to

reference su -image 112 .

[0031] In some embodiments, 3D graphic s manage ment module 1 may the n be

operative to determine a position for the annotation wi n modified counterpart sub-

image 1 4 that will result in an apparent depth of that annotatio n within modified 3D

image 120 that mat es that determined for the feature of interest. In various

embodiments, this may comprise applying the same or approximately the same relative

horizontal displacement to the annotation in modified counterpart sub -image 124 with

respect to that in modified reference sub-image 1 2 as is exhibited by the feature of

mterest. In some embodiments, 3D graphics management module 106 may also be

operative to perform rectification on modified counterpart sub-image 124 after the

insertion of the annotation, to prevent v tical parallax effe ts in the correspor.ding region

of modified 3D image 120. The embodiments are not limited in this context.

[0032 ] In various enitoodiments, 3D graphic s manage ment module 1O maybe

operative to utilize visual occlusion to ensure that modified 3D image 120 properly

depicts the desired position and apparent depth of an inserted annotation. Ivbre



particularly, 3D graphics management module 10 maybe operative to analyse original

3D image 110 to determine whether any features therein reside at apparent depths and

positions that place them in front of the annotation to b e added. When it determines that

a particular annotation will partially or entirely reside b ind one or more features within

original 3D image 110, 3D graphics management module 1 maybe operative to

generate counterpart sub-image modification information 11 indicating that one or more

visual occlusion effects are to be applied to part or all of the annotation in modified

counterpart sub-image 1 . Su visual occlusion effects may comprise, for example,

blocking part or all of the annotation or applying transparency effects to the interposed

feature such that the annotation is partially visible. The use of suc visual occlusion

techniques in some embodiments may advantageously preserve the continuity of the

apparent depth of the inserted annotation with re spe ct to the apparent de pths of

neighboring regions in original 3D image 110. The embodiments are not limited in this

context.

[0033] In various embodiments, once it has determined counterpart sub-image

modification information 1IS, 3D graphics management module 1 6 maybe operative to

generate modified counterpart sub-image 12 4b y modifying counterpart sub-image 114

based oncounterpart sub -image modification information 1IS. In some embodiments,

3D graphics management module 106 may th n be operative to generate modified 3D

image 120 by combining modified reference sub-image 1 2 and nidified counterpart

sub-image 1 4 . In various embodiments, this may comprise generating logic, data,

information, and/or instructions to create a logical association between modified



reference sub -image 122 and modified counterpart sub -image 124. For example, in an

einbodime nt in w ich original 3D image 11 and modified 3D image 1 0 comprise

ster s pic 3D images, D graphics management module 1 maybe opera fi to

generate a 3D image file comprising modified reference sub -image 122 and modified

counterpart sub-image 124 and containing progranuning logic indicating that modified

reference sub -image 122 comprises a left sub-image and modified counterpart sub -image

124 co mprise s a right sub-image . The embodiments are not limited to this example .

[0034] In some embodiments, 3D gra phi management module 1 maybe

operative to receive one or more portions of reference sub-image modification

information 11 that indicate multiple desired modifications of original 3D image 110.

In various embodiments, for example, 3D graphics management module 10 may receive

a series of refere nee sub-image modificatio n information 116 co espending to a series of

user inputs received by user interlace devi e 150 and/or indicating a series of

modifications of various types to be performed on re e renc e sub -image 112. F G. 2

illustrates an example of such a series of mo difications. In FIG. , image s 202 and 212

illustrate examples of original sub -images comprising a reference sub -image and a

counterpart sub-image according to some embodiments. In the example of FIG. 2, image

202 is treate d as a reference sub -image , and image 212 is treate d as its counterpart sub-

image . In image 204, user input has been utilise d to draw a cropping windo w 205 within

the reference sub-image. In image 214, a cropping window 2 1 for the counterpart sub -

image has been dete nnine d that come sponds to the cropping window 205 in the refere n e

sub-image.



[0035] Images 20ό and 1 comprise cropped versions of the reference sub -image

and the counterpart sub -image, generated according to cropping windows 205 and21

respectively. In image 206, user input has bee n utilised to draw a line 207 indie ating a

desired horisontal axis therein, and thus a desiredrotation f image 20 . In image 21ό , a

hne 217 has been determined that corresponds to the line 207 in image 20ό . Images 208

and 218 comprise rotated versions of the cropped refere e sub-image andthe cropped

counterpart sub-image, generated according to lines 207 and 217 respectively. In image

208, user input has been utilised to ins t an annotation comprising the name eve"

adj ace nt to a person in the imag . In image 21 , this anno tation has been inserte d in a

position corresporiding to its position in image 208. Furthermore, visual occlusion has

bee n employed sue h that a portion of the anno tation is blocke d by the tree, in order to

ensure that the appare nt de pth of the annotation is consiste nt with that of the person to

which it corresponds. The embodiments are not hmit o th e examples.

[0036] Operations for the above embodiments maybe further described with

reference to the following figures and accompanying examples. Some of the figures may

include a logic flow. Although such figures presented herein may include a particular

logic flow, it can be appreciated that the logic flow merely provides an example of how

the general functionality as described herein can be implemented. Further, the given

lo gic flow does not ne cessarily have to be executed in the order pre se nted unless

otherwise indicate d In addition, the given logic fl w maybe impleme nted by a hardware

element, a software element executed by a processor, or any combination thereof. The

embodiments are not limited in this context.



[0037 ] F G. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a logic f o w 3 00. which a e

representative of the operations ex cuted by one or more embodiments described herein.

As sh n in logic fl 300, a first input maybe rec eived at 30 . For example, 3D

graphics management module 1 of FIG. 1 may receive a first input via user interface

device comprising a request to edit original 3D image 11 . At 304, a first sub -image

w hin a 3D imag e ma be transmitte d to a 3D displaybased on the first input. For

example, 3D graphics manageme nt module 106 of FIG. 1 may transmit reference sub-

image 112 to 3D display 1 5 based on the request to edit original 3D image 110. At 306,

a s cond input maybe received from the user interface devic . For example, 3D graphics

management module 106 of FIG. 1 may receive a second input indicating desired

changes to be made to original 3D image 110 and/or reference sub -image 112. At 308,

modification information for the first sub -image maybe detemunedbased n he second

input. For example, 3D graphic manage ment module 10 of FIG. 1 may determine

reference sub -image n di cati on ir-formation 116 based on the second input.

[0038 ] The logic flow may continue at 31 , where the first sub -image maybe

modified base d on the modification information for the first sub -image . For example, 3D

graphics management module 106 of FIG. 1 may modify reference sub -image 112 based

on reference sub-image modification information 11 . At 312, modification information

for a second sub-image within the 3D image maybe determinedbased n the

modification information for the first sub -image . For example, 3D graphics management

module 106 of FIG. 1 may determine counterpart sub-image nrodification information

Sbased on re ference sub-imag e modification information 116. At 14, the second sub-



image maybe modifiedbased the modification information for the second sub -image.

For example, 3D graphics management module 10 " of FIG. 1 may modify counterpart

sub-image 11 based on counterpart sub -imag e modification information 11 . At 1 , a

second 3D image maybe generated based on the modified first sub-image and the

modified sec ond sub -image . For example, 3D graphic s management module 10 of FIG .

1 may generate modified 3D image 1 0 base d on nidified reference sub -image 122 and

modified counterpart sub -image 124. The embodiments are rot limited to this examples.

[0039] FIG. 4 illustrates one enifcodiment of a system 400. In various embodiments,

system 400 maybe representative of a system or architecture suitable for use with one or

more embodiments de scribed herein, such as apparatus 1 0 and/or syste m 140 of FIG . 1

and/ r logic flow 3 of FIG. 3 . The embodiments are not limited in this respect.

[0040] As shown in FIG. 4, system 400 may include multiple elements. One or more

elements maybe impl m ted using one or more circuits, components, registers,

processors, software subroutines, modules, or any combination thereof, a s desired for a

given set of design or perfor mane e constraints . Although FIG . 4 shows a limite d number

of eleme nts in a certain topology by way of example, it can be pp eciate d that more or

le ss eleme nts in any suitable topology maybe used in system 400 as desired for a g iven

implementation. The embodiments are not limited in this context.

[0041 ] In various embodiments, syste 400 may inc lude a processor circuit 402 .

Processor circuit 402 maybe implemented using any processor or logic device, and may

be the same as or similar to processor circuit 1 2 of FIG. 1.



[0042 ] In one en odim ent, system 400 may ir lude a me mory unit 40 4 to couple to

processor circuit 402. Ivfe ory unit 404 maybe coupled to processor circuit 402 via

communications bus 443, or b y a dedicated communications bus bet ween proc sor

circuit 402 and memory unit 404, as desired for a given implementation. Memory unit

404 maybe implemented using any n c in -readable or computer-readable media

capable of storing data, including both volatile and non-volatile memory, and maybe the

same as or similar to memory unit 1 4 of FIG. 1. In some embodiments, the n^hine-

readable or computer- readable medium may include a non- transitory medium. The

en±iodiments are not limited in this context.

[0043 ] In various enitoodiments, system 400 may inc lude a transceiver 444.

Transceiver 444 may include one or more radios capable of transmitting and receiving

signals using various suitable wir ele ss communications te chniques . Such te chniques may

involve communications across one more wireless networks. Exemplary wireless

networks include (but are not limited to) wireless bcal area networks (WLANs), wireless

personal area networks (W ), wir ess metropolitan area network (WMANs),

cellular networks, and satellite networks. In conmiunicating across such networks,

transceiver 444 may operate in accordance with one or more applicable standards in any

version. The embodiments are not limited in this context.

[0044] In various embodiments, system 400 may include a display 445. Display 445

may comprise any display device capable of displaying information received from

processor circuit 402. In some embodiments, display 445 may comprise a 3D display and



maybe the same as or similar to 3D display 1 5 of FIG. 1. The embodiments are not

limited in this context.

[0045] In various embodiments, system 400 n y include storage 44 . Storage 44

maybe implemented as a non-volatile storage device such as, but not limited to, a

magnetic disk drive, optical disk drive, tape drive, an internal storage device, an attached

storage device, flash memory, battery backed-up SDRAM (synchronous DRA M , and/or

a network accessible storage devic . In embodiments, storage 44b may include

technology to increase the storage performance entranced protection for valuable digital

media when multiple hard drives are included, for example. Further examples of storage

44b may include a hard disk, floppy disk, Compact Disk Read Only Memory (CD -ROM),

Compact Disk Recordable (CD-R), Compact Disk Rewriteable (CD-RW), optical disk,

magnetic media, magneto -optical media, removable memory cards or disks, various types

of DVD devices, a tape device, a cassette device, or the like. The en odiments are not

limited in this context.

[0046 ] In various enitoodrments, syste 400 may inc hide one or more I O adapters

447 . Examples of ISO adapters 447 may include Universal Serial Bus (USB)

ports/adapters, IEEE 1394 Fire wire ports adapters, and so forth. The embodiments are

not limited in this context.

[0047] FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment of a system 500. In various en± odiments,

system 500 maybe representative of a system or architecture suitable for use with one or

more embodiments described herein, such as apparatus 100 and/or system 140 of FIG. 1,



lo gic f w 300 of FIG . 3, and/or syste m 400 of FIG . 4 . The enibodiments are not li ite

in this respect.

[0048] As shown in FIG. 5 system 500 may include multiple elements. One or more

elements maybe impl m nted using one or more circuits, components, registers,

processors, software subroutines, modules, or any combination thereof, as de ir d for a

given set of design or perfor mane e constraints . Although FIG . 5 shows a limite d number

of eleme nts in a certain topology by way of example, it can be app eciate d that more or

le s eleme nts in any suitable topology maybe used in system 500 as desired for a g iven

implementation. The embodiments are not limited in this context.

[0049] In embodiments, system 500 maybe a media system although system 500 is

not limited to this context. For example, system 500 may e in rp rated into a personal

computer (PC), laptop computer, ultra-laptop computer, tablet, touch pad, portable

computer, handheld computer, palmtop computer, personal digital assistant (PDA),

cellular telephone, combination cellular telephone /PDA, television, smart device (e.g.,

smart phone, smart tablet or smart television), mobile interne device ( D), messaging

device, data communication devi e, and so forth.

[0050 ] In embodiments, syste m 500 inc lude s a platform 5 1 coupled to a display 545 .

Platform 501 may receive content from a content device such as content services device(s)

548 or content d liverydevice(s) 549 or other similar content sources. A navigation

controller 550 including one or more navigation featur maybe used to interact with, for

example, platform 501 and r display 545. Each of these components is described in

more detail below.



[0051] In e i en s, platform 5 1 may include any combination of a proc essor

circuit 5 , chipset 503, memory unit 504, transceiver 544, storage 54 , applications 551,

and/ r graphic subsystem 55 . Ch p e 503 may provide interco mmunication among

processor circuit 502, memory unit 504, transceiver 544, storage 546, applications 551 ,

and/ r graphics subsystem 552. For example, chipset 503 may include a storage adapter

(not d icted) capable of pr iding mtercommunication with storage 54 .

[0052 ] Proce ssor circuit 502 maybe implemented using any proce ssor or logic device,

and maybe the same as or similar to processor circuit 402 in FIG. 4 .

[0053 ] Memory unit 504 maybe implemente d using any machine -readab le or

computer-readable media capable of storing data, and maybe the same as or similar to

memory unit 404 in FIG . 4 .

[0054] Transceiver 544 may include one or more radios capable of transmitting and

r eiving signals using various suitable wireless communications t hniqu , and maybe

the same as or similar to transceiver 444 in FIG. 4 .

[0055] Display 545 may include any television tj e monitor or display, and maybe

the same as or similar to display 445 in FIG 4 .

[0056] Storage 546 maybe implemented as a non-volatile storage device, and maybe

the same as or similar to storage 44 in FIG. 4 .

[0057] Gra phi subsystem 552 may perform processing of images such as still or

video for display. Graphics subsystem 552 maybe a graphics processing unit (GPU) or a

visual processing unit (VPU), for example. An analog or digital interface maybe used to

communicatively couple graphics subsystem 552 and display 545. For example, the



interface maybe any of a High-Defirriuon IVHun¾dia Interlace, DisplayFort, wireless

HDMI, and/or wir el s HD compliant teclmiques. Gmpihics subsystem 55 could be

integrated into pr essor circuit 502 or chipset 503. Graphics subsystem 552 could be a

stand-alone card communicatively coupled to chipset 5 .

[0058 ] The graphic s and/or vide o processing technique s described here in maybe

i pl mente d in various hardware architectures . For example, graphics and/or vide o

functionality maybe integrated within a chipset. Alternatively, a discrete graphics ancVor

vid processor maybe used. As still another embodiment, the graphics and/ r video

functions maybe implemented by a g eral purpose processor, including a multi-core

processor. In a further embodiment, the functions maybe implemented in a consumer

electronics device.

[0059 ] In enibodiments, content seivic es devic e(s) 548 maybe ho ste d by any national,

international and/or independent service and thus accessible to platform 501 via the

Internet f ample . Content services device(s) 548 maybe coupled to platform 5 1

ard/or to display 545. Platform 5 1 and/or content services device(s) 548 maybe

coupled to a network 553 to communicate (e.g., send and or receive) media information

to and from network 553. Content delivery devic e(s) 549 also maybe coupled to

platform 501 and or to display 545.

[0060] In embodiments, content services device (s) 548 may include a cable television

box, personal computer, network, telephone, Internet enabled devices or appliance

capable of dehvering digital information and/or conte nt_ and any other similar device

capable ofurddirectiomUyorbidirectiorLdlyconmi content between content



providers and platform 5 1 and/display 545, via network 553 or directly. It will b e

appreciated that the content maybe c nicated ur directonally and/or bidirectionally

to and from anyone of the components in system 500 and a content provider via network

553 . Examples of content may include any media information including, for example,

video, music, medical and gaming information, and so forth.

[0061] Content servic es devic e(s) 5 4 receives conte nt such as cable te levision

programming including media information, digital ir-formation. and/or other content.

Examples of content providers may include any cable or satellite television or radio or

Internet content providers. The provided examples are not meant to limit embodiments

of the disclosed subject matter.

[0062 ] In e bodi en ts, platform 5 1 may re ceive control signals from navigation

controller 550 having one or more navigation features. The navigation features of

navigation controller 550 maybe used to interact with a user interface 554, for example.

In embodiments, navigation controller 550 maybe a pointing device that maybe a

computer hardware component (specifically human interface device) that allows a user to

input spatial (e.g., continuous and multi-dimensional) data into a computer. Many

systems such as graphical user interlaces (GUI), and televisions and monitors allow the

user to control and provide data to the computer or television using physical gestures.

[0063] Movements of the navigation features of navigation controller 550 maybe

echoed on a display (e.g., display 545) by movements of a pointer, cursor, focus ring, or

other visual indicators displayed on the display For example, under the control of

software applic ations 55 1, the navigatio n e atures located on navigation controlle r 550



maybe mapped to virtual navigation featu displayed on user i terfa 554. In

embodiments, navigation controller 550 may not be a separate component but integrated

into platform 5 1 and/or display 545 . Enifoodiments, however, are not limited to the

elements o r in the context sho wn or describ ed he re in.

[0064] In embodiments, drivers (not shown) may include technology to enable users

to instantly turn on and off pJatform 5 1 like a television with the touc h of a button after

initial boot-up, when enabled, for example. Program logic may allow platform 5 1 to

stream content to media adaptors or other content services device(s) 548 or content

delivery device (s) 549 when the platform is turned "off." In addition, c ip set 5 3 may

include hardware and/ r software support tor 5 .1 surround sound audio and r high

definition 7.1 surround sound audio, for example. Drivers may include a graphics driver

for integrated graplucs platforms. In en odiments, the grapliics driver may include a

periplieral component interconnect (PCI) Express graplucs card.

[0065 ] In various enitoodiments, any one or more of the compone nts shown in system

500 maybe integrated. For example, platform 501 and content services device(s) 548

maybe integrated, or platform 501 and content delivery device(s) 549 maybe integrated,

or platform 501, content services device(s) 548, and content dehvierydevice(s) 549 may

be integrated, for example. In various embodiments, platform 501 and display 545 may

be an integrated unit. Display 545 and content service device(s) 548 maybe integrated,

or display 545 and content delivery device(s) 549 maybe integrated, r example. These

examples are not meant to limit the disclosed subject matter.



[0066 ] In various embodiments, syste m 500 a e implemented as a wireless

system, a wired system, or a combiriation ofboth. When implemented as a wireless

system, system 500 may include components and inte fac suitable for communicating

over a wireless shared media, such as one or more antennas, transmitters, receivers,

transceivers, amplifiers, filters, control logic, and so forth. An example of wireless

shared media may include portions of a wireless spectrum, such as the R F spectrum and

so forth. When implemented as a wir d system, syst m 500 may i lude components and

interfaces suitable for con unica ng over wired communications media, such as I

adapters, physical connectors to connect the f adapter with a corresponding wired

communications medium, a network interface card (NIC), disc controller, video

controller, audio controller, and so forth. Examples of wired communications media may

include a wire, cable, metal leads, printed circuit board (PCB), backplane, switc h fabric,

semiconductor material, twisted-pair wire, co-axial cable, fiber optics, and so forth.

[0067 ] Platform 5 1 may establish one or more logical or physical channels to

communicate information. The information may include m dia information and control

information. Ivfedia information may refer to any data representing content meant for a

user. Examples of content may include, tor example, data from a voice conversation,

vide oconfere nee, streaming video, electronic mail ("email") message, voice mail message,

alphanumeric symbols, graphics, image, video, text and so forth. Data from a voice

conversation maybe, for example, speech -information, silence periods, background noise,

comfort noise, tones and so forth. Control information may refer to any data representing

commands, instructions or control words meant for an automated system. For example,



control information maybe us to route media information through a system, or instruct

a node to process the media information in a predetermined manner. The embodiments,

however, are not limited to the elements or in the ntext shown or described in FIG. 5 .

[0068] As described above, system 500 maybe embodied in varying physical styles

or form factors. FIG. 6 illustrates embodiments of a small form factor device 00 in

which system 5 0 maybe mbodi d In embodiments, for example, device 00 maybe

implemented as a mobile computing device having wireless capabilities. A mobile

computing device may refer to any device having a processing system and a mobile

power source or supply, such as one or more batteries, for example.

[0069 ] As described above, example ofa mobile computing device may include a

personal computer (PC), laptop computer, ultra-laptop computer, tablet, touch pad,

portable computer, handheld computer, palmtop computer, personal digital assistant

(PDA), cellular telephone, combination ceHular tele phoneiPD A, television, smart device

(e.g., smart phone, smart tablet or smart television), mobile internet device (MD),

messaging device, data communication device, and so forth.

[0070] Examples of a mobile computing device also may include computers that are

arranged to b e worn by a person, such as a wrist compute r, finger computer, ring

computer, eyeglass computer, belt-clip computer, arm-band computer, shoe computers,

clothing computers, a d other wearable computers. In odiments, for example, a

mobile computing device maybe implemented as a smart phone capable of executing

computer applications, as well as voice communications and/or data communications.

Although some embodiments maybe described with a mobile computing device



imple mente d as a smart phone by way of example , it maybe appre ciated that other

embodiments maybe implemented using other wireless mobile computing devices as

well. The enifoodrments are not limited in this context.

[007 1] As shown in FIG . , device 00 may include a display 645, a navigation

controller 65 a user interface 654, a housing 655, an ISO device 656, and an antenna 651.

Display 645 may include any suitable display unit for displaying information appropriate

for a mobile computing devic e and maybe the same as or similar to display 545 in FIG.

5 . Navigation controller 50 may include one or more navigation features which maybe

used to interact with user interface 654, and maybe the same as or similar to navigation

controller 550 in FIG. 5 . ISO device 656 may include any suitable ISO device for entering

information into a mobile computing device. Examples for ISO device 656 may include

an alphanumeric keyboard, a numeric keypad, a touch pad, input keys, buttons, switches,

rocker switches, microphones, speakers, voice recognition device and software, and so

forth. Information also maybe entered into device 0 bywayof microphone . Such

information maybe digitised by a voice recognition device. The embodime nts are not

limited in this context.

[0072 ] Various embodiments maybe imple me nted using hardware ele ments,

software elements, or a co mbination of both. Example of hardware eleme nts may

mclude processors, microprocessors, circuits, circuit elements (e.g., transistors, resistors,

capacitors, inductors, and so forth), integrated circuits, application specific integrated

circuits (ASIC), programmable logic devices (PUD), digital signal processors (DSP),

field programmable gate array (FPGA), logic gates, registers, semiconductor device,



chips, microchips, chip sets, and so forth. Examples of software may include software

components, programs, applications, computer programs, application programs, system

programs, ma ure programs, operating system software, middleware, firmware,

software modules, routines, subroutines, functions, methods, procedures, software

interfaces, application program interfaces (API), instruction sets, computing code,

computer code, code segments, computer code segments, words, valu , symbols, or any

combination thereof. Detemining whether an embodiment is implemented using

hardware elements and/or software elements may vary in accordance with any number of

factors, such as d ired computational rate, p wer levels, heat tolerances, processing

ey le budget, input data rate s, output data rate s, memory resource s, data bus spe eds and

other design or performance constraints.

[0073 ] One or more aspects of at least one embodime nt may b e impleme nted by

re pre e ntative instructio n store d on a mac hine -readable medium whic h epre sents

various logic within the processor, which wnen read by a machine causes the machine to

fabricate logic to perform the techniques described herein. Such representations, known

as Ί Ρ cores" maybe stored on a tangible, machine readable medium and supplied to

various customers or manufacturing facilities to load into the fabrication machines that

actually make the logic or processor. Some en^odiments maybe implemented, for

example, using a machine -readable medium or article wnich may store an instruction or a

set of instructions thai, ifexecutedbya machine, may cause the machine to perform a

method and/ r operations in accordance with the embodiments. Such a machine may

include, for example, any suitable processing platform, computing platform, computing



device, processing device, computing system, processing system, computer, processor, or

the like, and maybe implemented using any suitable combination of hardware and/or

software. The n ne-readable medium or article may include, for example, any

suitable type of memory unit memory device, memory article , m mory medium, storage

device, storage article, storage medium and/or storage unit, for example, memory,

removable or non-removable media, erasable or non-erasable media, writeable o e-

writeable media, digital or analog media, hard disk, floppy disk, Compact Disk Read

Only Memory (CD-ROM), Compact Disk Recordable (CD-R), Compact Disk

Rewriteable (CD-RW), optical disk, magnetic media, magneto-optical media, removable

memory cards or disks, various tjjpes of Digital Versatile Disk (DVD), a tape, a cassette,

or the like. The instructions may include any suitable type of code, sue has source code,

compiled code, interpreted code, executable code, static code, dynamic code, encrypted

code, and the like, implemented using any suitable high-level, low-level, object-oriented,

visual, compiled and/or interpreted programming language.

[0074] The following examples pertain to further embodiments.

[0075 ] Example 1is at least one mac line-readable medium comprising a plurality of

instructions for image editing that, in response to being executed on a computing devi e,

cause the computing device to determine modification information for a first sub -image

in a three-dimensional (3D) image comprising the first sub-image and a second sub-

image, modify the first sub -image based on the modification ir orma n for the first sub-

image, determine modification information for the second sub -image based on the



modification information for the first sub -ima g , and modify the sec ond sub -imag e based

on the modification information for the second sub-image.

[0076 ] In Example 2, the at least one machine -readable medium of Example 1 can

optionally include instructions that, in r ponse to b ing executed on a computing device,

cause the computing device to receive first input fro m a user mterface device, transmit

the first sub-image to a 3D display based on the first input, receive second input from the

user interface device, a de termine the modification information for the first sub -image

based on the second input .

[0077 ] In Example , the at least one machine -readable medium of any one of

Examples 1-2 can optionally include instructions thai, in response to being executed on a

computing device, cause the computing device to determine the modification information

for the second su -image using one or more pixel matching techniques to identify one or

more corresponding regions f the first su -image and the s cond su -image.

[0070 ] In Example 4, the at least one machine -readable medium of any one of

Examples 1-3 can optionally include instructions thai, in response to being ex cut d on a

computing device, cause the computing device to determine the modification information

for the se cond sub -image using one or more image rec tification te clmique s to re ctifyo e

or more regions of the sec ond sub -imag e.

[0079 ] In Example 5, the at least one machine -readable medium of any one of

Examples 1-4 can optionally include instructions thai, in response to being executed on a

computing device, cause the computing device to determine the modification information



for the s cond sub -image using one or more depth estimation techniques to estimate

apparent depths of one or more features in the first sub -image.

[0080 ] In Example 6, the modification information for the first sub -image of any one

of Examples 1-5 can optionally indicate at least one of a cropping of the first sub-image,

a rotation of the first sub -image, or an annotation of the first sub-image .

[0081] In Example 7, the modification information for the first sub -image of any one

of Examples 1-6 can optionally indicate a cropping f the first sub-image.

[0082 ] In Example 8, the modification information for the first sub -image of any one

of Examples 1-7 can optionally indicate a rotation of the first sub-image.

[0083 ] In Example 9, the modification information for the first sub -image of any one

of Examples 1-8 can optionally indicate an annotatio n of the first sub-image .

[0084] In Example 10, the at least one machine -readable medium of Example 9 can

optionally include instructions thai, in response to being executed on a computing device,

cause the computing device to determine that the annotation is tob e positioned adjacent

to a feature of mterest in the first sub-image and insert the annotation in a position

adj ace nt to the feature of interest in the sec ond sub -imag e.

[0085] In Example 11, the at least one machine-readable medium of any one of

Examples 9-10 can opti ally include instructions thai, in response to being executed on

a computing device, cause the computing device to determine the modification

information t the second sub-image to partially occlude the annotation in the second

sub-image.



[0086 ] In Example 12, the at least one n^chine -readable medium of any one of

Examples 9-1 1 can opti ally include instructions that, in response to being executed on

a computing device, cause the computing device to determine the modification

information fo the second sub-image to apply a transparency effect to a feature blocking

a portion of the annotation in the second sub-image.

[0087 ] In Example 13, the at least one machine -readable medium of any one of

Examples 1-1 can optionally include instructions that, in response to being executed on

a computing devi e, cause the computing device to generate a sec d 3D image based on

the modified first sub-image and the modified s cond sub -image.

[0088 ] In Example 1 , the first input of any one of Examples 2-1 can optionally

comprise a request to edit the 3D image i a 3D graphics application.

[0089 ] In Example 15, the sec ond input of any ore of Examples 2-14 can optio nally

comprise a selection of one or more editing capabilities of the 3D graphics application for

performance on the first sub -image .

[0090 ] Example 1 is an image editing apparatus comprising a proce ssor circ uit and a

three-dimensional (3D) graphics management module for execution on the processor

circuit to determine modification information for a first sub-image in a 3D image

comprising the first sub-image and a second sub -image, modify the first sub-image based

on the modification information for the first sub -image, determine modification

information for the second sub-image based on the modification information for the first

sub-image, modify the second sub-image based on the modification information for the



second sub-image, and generate a second 3D imag based on the modified first sub-

image and the modified second sub -image.

[0091] In Example 17, the 3D graphics management module of Example 6 may

optionally be for execution on the roce sor circuit to: receive first input from a user

interface device; transmit the first sub -image to a 3D display based on the first input;

receive second input from the user interface device; and determine the modification

information t the first sub-image based on the second input.

[0092] In Example 1 , the 3D graphics management module of any one of Examples

1 -1 may optionally b e for execution on the processor circuit to determine the

modification information for the second sub -image using one or more pixel notching

t hniques to identify one or more corresporiding regions of the first sub -image and the

second sub-image.

[0093] In Example 1 , the 3D graphics management module of any one of Examples

6- I may optionally b e for execution on the processor circuit to determine the

modification information for the second sub -image using one or more image rectification

t hniques to rectify one or more regions of the second sub-image.

[0094] In Example 20, the 3D graphics management module of any one of Examples

6- 9 may optionally b e for execution on the processor circuit to determine the

modification information for the second sub -image using one or more depth estimation

techniques to estimate apparent depths of one or more features in the first sub-image.



[0095 ] In Example 21, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 16-20 may optionally indicate at least one of a cropping of the first sub-

image, a rotation of the first sub-image, or an annotation of the first sub -image .

[0096] In Example 22, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 1 - 1 may optionally indicate a cropping of the first sub -image .

[0097 ] In Example 23, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 16-22 may optionally indicate a rotation of the first sub-image.

[0098 ] In Example 24, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 16-23 may optionally indicate an annotation of the first sub -image .

[0099 ] In Example 25, the 3D graphics manag ement module of Example 24 may

optionally be for execution on the processor circuit to determine that the annotation is to

be positioned adjacent to a feature of interest in the first sub-image and insert the

annotation in a position adjacent to the feature of interest in the second sub -image .

[00100] In Example 26, the 3D graphics management module of any one of Examples

24-25 may optionally b e for execution on the processor circuit to determine the

modification information for the second sub -image to partially occlude the annotation in

the second sub-image.

[00101] In Example 27, the 3D graphics management module of any one of Examples

24-26 may optionally b e for execution on the proc sor circuit to determine the

modification information for the second sub -image to apply a transparency effect to a

feature bio eking a portion of the annotation in the second sub -image.



[00102] In Example the 3D graphics management module of any one of Examples

lfj-27 may optionally b e for execution on the processor circuit to generate a second 3D

image base d on the modified first sub-imag e and the modified second sub-image .

[00103] In Example 29, the fi t input of any o e of Examples 1 -2 may optio rally

comprise a request to edit the 3D image i a 3D graplucs application.

[00104] In Example 3 the sec ond input of any one of Examples 17-29 may

optionally comprise a selection of one or more editing capabilities of the 3D graplucs

application for performan on the first sub -image.

[00105] Example 3 1 is an image editing method, comprising: deteiritining

modification information for a first sub-image in a three-dimensional (3D) image

comprising the first sub-image and a second su -image; modifying the first sub-image

based n the modification mformaton for the first sub -image ; deterrmning modification

information f the sec d sub-image based on the modification information for the first

sub-image; and modifying the second sub-image based on the n^dificauon information

for the second sub -image.

[00106] In Example 32, the method of Example 3 1 may optionally comprise : receiving

first input from a user interface device; tiansmitting the first sub-image to a 3D display

based n the first input; receiving second i put from the user interface device; and

deterrtining the modification information for the first sub-image based on the second

input.

[00107] In Example 33, the method of any one of Examples 31-32 may optionally

comprise determining the modification information for the second sub-image using one



or more pixel l tc ing t hniques to identify one or more corresponding re ions of the

first sub-image and the se nd sub-image .

[00108] In Example 34, the method of any one of Example s 31-33 may optionally

comprise determining the modification information for the second sub-image using one

or more image rec tification te chrdque s to recnfy ne or more regions of the second sub -

image.

[00109] In Example 35, the method of any one of Example s 31-34 may optionally

comprise determining the modification information for the second sub-image using one

or more depth estimation techniques to estimate apparent depths of one or more features

in the first sub-image.

[00 110] In Example 3 , the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 3 1-35 can optionally indicate at least one of a cropping of the first sub-

image, a rotation of the first sub-image, or an annotation of the first sub -image .

[00111] In Example 37, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 3 1-3D can optionally indicate a cropping of the first sub -image .

[00 112] In Example 38, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 3 1-37 can optionally indicate a rotation of the first sub-image.

[0 113] In Example 39, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 3 1-38 can optionally indie ate an annotation of the first sub -image .

[00114] In Example 40, the method of Example 39 may optionally comprise

deternuning that the annotation is to b e positioned adjacent to a feature f interest in the



first sub-image; and inserting the annotation in a position adja nt to the feature of

intere st in the sec o d sub -image .

[00115] In Example 4 1, the method of any one of Examples 39 4 0 may optionally

comprise determining the modification information for the second sub-image to partially

occlude the annotation in the second sub -image.

[00116] In Example 42, the method of any one of Examples 39 4 1 may optionally

comprise determining the modification information for the second sub-image to apply a

transparency effe t to a feature blocking a portion of the annotation in the second sub -

image.

[00117] In Example A3, the method of any one of Examples 3 14 2 may optionally

comprise gene rating a se cond 3D image based on the modifie d first sub -image and the

modified sec ond sub -image .

[00110] In Example 44, the first input of any one of Examples 32-43 can optionally

comprise a request to edit the 3D image in a 3D graphic s applic ation .

[00119] In Example 45, the sec ond input of any one of Example s 32-44 can optionally

comprise a selection of one or more editing capabilities of the 3D graphic s application for

performance on the first sub -image .

[00120] In Example 46, at least one machine-readable medium may comprise a

plurality of instructions that, in response to being executed on a computing device, cause

the computing device to perform a method according to anyone of Examples 3 1 to 45.

[00121] In Example 47, an apparatus may comprise means for performing a method

according to any one of Example s 3 1 to 4 .



[00122] In Example 48, a communications device maybe arranged to perform a

method according to anyone of Examples 3 1 to 45.

[00123] Example 49 is an image ed n g syste m comprising a proce ssor circuit

transceiver, and a thre e-dimensional (3D) graphic s management mo dule for exe cution on

the processor circuit to d ermine modification information for a first sub -image in a 3D

image comprising the first sub-image and a second sub-ima ge modify the first sub -image

based on the modification information for the first sub -image, determine modification

information f the sec d sub-image based on the modification information for the first

sub-image, modify the second sub-image based on the modification information for the

second sub-image, and generate a se cond 3D image based on the modifie d first sub-

image and the modified second sub -image.

[00124] In Example 50, the 3D graphics management module of Example 49 may

optionally be for ex cuti n on the proc sor circuit to: receive first input from a user

interface device; transmit the first sub -image to a 3D display based on the first input;

receive second input from the user interface device; and determine the modification

information for the first sub-image based on the s ond input.

[00125] In Example 5 1, the 3D graphic s manage ment module of any one of Example s

49-50 may tionally e for execution on the processor circuit to determine the

modification information for the second sub -image using one or more pixel matching

techniques to identify one or more corresporiding regions of the fust sub -image and the

second sub-image.



[00126] In Example 52, the 3D graphic s manage ment module of any one of Example s

49-51 mayo ptionallybe for execution on the processor circuit to determine the

modification information for the se nd sub -imag using one or more image rectification

techniques to rectify one or more regions of the second sub-image.

[00127] In Example 53, the 3D graphic s manage ment module of any one of Examples

49-52 mayo ptionallybe for execution on the processor circuit to determine the

modification information for the second sub -image using one or more depth estimation

t hniques to estimate apparent depths of one or more features in the first sub-image.

[00 120] In Example 54, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 49-53 may optionally indicate at least one of a cropping of the first sub -

image, a rotation of the first sub-image, or an annotation of the first sub -image .

[00 129] In Example 55, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 49-54 may optionally indicate a cropping of the first sub -image .

[00 130] In Example 56, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 49-55 may optionally mdicate a rotation of the first sub-image.

[00 1 1] In Example 57, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 49 -56 may optionally mdicate an annotation of the first sub -image .

[00132] In Example 58, the 3D graphic manage ment module of Example 57 may

optionally be for execution on the processor circuit to determine that the annotation is to

be positioned adjacent to a feature of interest in the first sub -image and insert the

annotation in a position adjacent to the feature of interest in the second sub-image .



[00133] In Example 5 9, the 3D graphic s manage ment module of any one of Example s

57-5S ma y tional ly e for execution on the processor circuit to determine the

modification information for the second sub -image to partially occlude the annotation in

the second sub-image.

[00134] In Example 6 0, the 3D graphic s manage ment module of any one of Example s

51-59 mayoptionallybe for execution on the processor circuit to determine the

modification information for the second sub -image to apply a transparency effect to a

feature bio eking a portion of the annotation in the second sub -image.

[00135] In Example 1, the 3D graphic s manage ment module of any one of Example

49-6Q mayoptionallybe for execution on the processor circuit to generate a second 3D

image base d on the mo difie d first sub-imag e and the modified second sub-image .

[00136] In Example 6 2, the first input of any one of Examples 50- 1 may optio rally

comprise a re cjuest to edit the 3D image in a 3D graphic applic ation .

[00137] In Example 3, the seco nd input of any one of Example s 5 - 2 may

optionally comprise a selection of one or more editing capabilities of the 3D graphics

application for per forman on the first su -image.

[00138] Example 64 is an image editing apparatus, comprising : means for de termining

modification information for a first sub-image in a three-dimensional (3D) image

comprising the first sub-image and a second su -image; means for modifying the first

sub-image based on the modification information for the first sub -image ; means for

deternuning modification information for the second sub -image based on the



modification information for the first sub -image ; and means for modifying the second

sub-image based on the modification intbrmation tor the second su -image .

[00139] In Example 65, the apparatus of Example 64 may optionally comprise : means

for receiving first input fro m a user interface device; means for transmitting the first sub-

image to a 3D display based on the first input; means for receiving second input from the

user interface device; and means for determining the modification information for the

first sub-image based on the second input.

[00 140] In Example 66, the apparatus of any one of Example 64-65 may optio rally

comprise means for determining the modification information for the second sub -image

using one or more p xe1matching tec hnicjues to ide ntify one or more corre sponding

r ions of the first sub-image and the second sub-image.

[00141] In Example 61, the apparatus of any one of Example s 64-66 may optio rally

comprise means for determining the modification information for the second sub-image

using one or more image rectification techniques to rectify one or more regions of the

second sub-image.

[00 142] In Example 6 , the apparatus of any one of Example 64-61 may optio rally

comprise means for determining the modification information for the second sub-image

using one or more depth estimation techniques to estimate apparent depths of one or more

features in the first sub-image.

[00 143] In Example 69, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 64 -6 may optionally indie ate at least one of a cropping of the first sub-

image, a rotation of the first sub-image, or an annotation of the first sub -image .



[00 144] In Example 70, the modification information for the first sub-image of any

one of Examples 64-69 may optionally indicate a cropping of the fust sub -image .

[0 145] In Example 71, the modification information for the fust sub-image of any

one of Examples 64-70 may optionally indicate a rotation of the first sub-image .

[00 146] In Example 72, the modification information for the fust sub-image of any

one of Examples 4-7 1 may optionally indicate an annotation of the first sub -imag .

[00 147] In Example 73, the apparatus of Example 72 may optionally comprise : means

for deteimining that the annotation is to be positioned ad a nt to a feature of interest in

the first sub-image ; and means for inserting the annotation in a position adj ac ent to the

feature of interest in the second sub -image.

[00148] In Example 74, the apparatus of a y one of Examples 72-73 may optionally

comprise means for determining the modification information for the second sub -image

to partially occlude the annotation in the s ond sub -image.

[00 149] In Example 75, the apparatus of any one of Examples 72-74 may optionally

comprise means for determining the modification information for the second sub-image

to apply a transparenc y effect to a te ature b locking a portion of the annotation in the

second sub-image.

[00150] In Example 16, the apparatus of a y one of Examples 4-75 may optionally

comprise means for generating a second 3D image based on the modified fust sub-image

and the modified second sub-image.

[00151] In Example 77 . The apparatus of any one of Example 65 -16, the first input

comprising a re u st to edit the 3D image in a 3D graphics application.



[00152] In Example 78. The appaiatus of anyone of Examples -77, the second

input comprising a sele cti n of one or more editing capabilities of the 3D graphics

application for performan on the first su -image.

[00153] Numerous specific details have been set forth herein to provide a thorough

understanding of the en odim ents. It will be understood by those skilled in the art,

however, that the embodiments maybe practiced without these specific details. In other

instances, well-known operations, components, and circuits have not been described in

detail so as not to obscure the embodiments. It can be appreciated that the specific

structural and functional details disclosed herein maybe representative and do not

necessarily limit the scope of the enitoodiments .

[00154] me en^odiments maybe described using the expression "coupled" a d

"connected" along with their derivatives. These terms are not intended as synonyms for

each other. For example, some embodiments maybe described using the terms

"connected" and/or " oupled" to indicate that two or more elements are in direc t physical

or electrical contact with each other. The term "coupled," however, may also mean that

two or more elements are not in direct contact with each other, but y t still co-operate or

interact with each other.

[00155] Unle s spe cifically stated otherwise, it maybe apprec iated that terms sue h as

"processing," "computing," "calculating ," "deterrtining," or the like, refer to the action

and/ r processes of a computer or computing system, or similar electronic computing

device, that manipulate s and/ r transforms data represented as physical quantities (e.g.,

electronic) within the computing system's registers and/or memories into other data



similarly represented as physical quantities within the computing syst 's memories,

registers or other such information storage, transmission or display devices. The

ifc odime nts are not limited in this context.

[00156] It shouldbe noted that the methods described herein do not have to be

e ecuted in the order describe d, or in any particular orde r . v reover, various activities

described with respe ct to the me thods identifie d herein can be executed in serial or

parallel fashion.

[00157] Although spec ific embodiments have been illustrated a d de scribed herein, it

shouldbe appreciated that any arrangement calculated to achieve the same purpose may

be substituted for the specific embodiments shown. This disclosure is intended to cover

any and all adaptations or variations of various embodiments. It is to be understood that

the above de scriptio n has been made in an illustrative fashion, and no t a restrictive on .

Combinations of the above e i odim ents , and oth embodiments not specifically

described here in will be appare nt to those of skill in the art upon evie wing the ab e

description. Thus, the scope of various embodiments includes any other applications in

which the above compositions, structures, and methods are used.

[00158] It is emphasised that the Abstrac t of the Disclosure is provide d to comply with

37 C.FR. 1 .72(b), requiring an abstra t that will all the reader to quickly ascertain

the nature of the technical disclosure. It is submitted with the understanding that it will

not be use d to inte rpret or limit the sc ope or meaning of the claims. In addition, in the

foregoing Detailed Description, it canb seen that various featur s are grouped t ether

in a single embodrment for the purpose of stieamhning the disclosure. This method of



disclosure is to be interpreted as reflecting an intention that the claimed embodiments

require more features than are expressly recit d in each claim. Rather, as the foll in g

claims re fleet, inventive subj ect matter lies in le ss than all features o f a single disclose d

en± odim nt. Thus the following claims are hereby incorporated into the Detailed

Description with each claim standing on its own as a separate preferred embodiment. In

the appended claims, the terms "including'' and "in which" are used as the plain -English

equivalents of the respective terms "comprising" and "wherein, "respectively Moreover,

the terms "first, " "second," and "tnird," etc. are used merelyas labels, and are not

intended to impose numerical requirements on their objects.

[00159] Although the subj ec t matter has b een described in language spe cific to

structural feature s and/or methodologic al acts, it is to be unde rstood that the subje ct

matter defined in the appended claims is no t nec essarily limited to the specific feature s or

acts described above. Rather, the specific features and acts described above are disclosed

as example forms of implementing the claims.



CLAIMS

1. At least one ma -r da le medium comprising a plurality of instructions for

image editing thai, in response to being executed on a computing devi e, cause the

computing device to:

determine modification information for a first sub -image in a trffee-dimensional

(3D) image comprising the first sub-image and a second sub -image;

modify the first sub -image based on the modification information for the first sub-

image;

determine modification information for the sec d sub -image based on the

modification information for the first sub -image ; and

modify the se nd sub -image based on the n difi cati on information for the

second sub-image.

2 . The at least one machine-readable medium of claim 1, comprising instructions that

response to being executed ona computing device, cause the computing device to:

re eive first input fr a user interfa device;

transmit the first sub-image to a 3D displaybasedon the first input;

receive se cond input fro m the user interface device ; and

determine the modification informatio n for the first sub -image based on the

second input.



3 . The at least one machine-readable medium of claim 1, comprising instructions that, in

r ponse to being executed ona computing device, cause the computing device to

determine the modification information for the second sub-image using one or more pixel

matching techniques to identify one or more corresponding regions of the first sub-image

and the second sub-image.

4 . The at least one machine-readable medium of claim 1, comprising instructions that

response to being executed ona computing device, cause the computing device to

determine the modification information for the second sub-image using one or more

image rectification techniques to rectify one or more regions f the second sub-image.

5 . The at least one machine-readable medium of claim 1, comprising instructions that

response to being executed ona computing device, cause the computing device to

determine the modification information for the second sub-image using one or more

depth estimation techniques to estimate apparent depths f one or more features in the

first sub-image.

6 . The at least one machine-readable medium of claim 1, the modification information

for the first sub-image indicating at least one of a cropping of the first sub -image, a

rotation of the first sub-image, or an annotation of the first sub-image.



7 . The at least one machine-readable medium of claim 1, comprising instructions that, in

response to being ex uted ona computing device, cause the computing device to

generate a second 3D image based on the modified first su -image and the modified

second sub-image.

. The at least one machine-readable me dium of claim 2, the first input comprising a

request to edit the 3D image in a 3D graphics application.

9 . The at least one machine-readable me dium of claim 2, the sec o d input comprising a

selection of one or more editing capabilities of 3D graphics application for

performance on the first sub -image .

10. An image editing apparatus, comprising:

a pro: essor circuit ; and

a three-dimensional (3D) graphics management module for execution on the

processor circuit to:

determine modification information for a first sub -image in a 3D image

comprising the first sub-image and a s ond sub -image,

modify the first sub-image based on the nriodification information for the

first sub-image;

determine modification information for the second sub -image based on the

modification information for the first sub -imag ;



modify the se d sub -image based on the modification mformation for

t e se cond sub-image ; and

generate a second 3D image based on the modified first su -image and the

modified second su -image .

11. The apparatus of claim 1 the 3D graphics management module for execution on the

processor circuit to:

receive first input from a user interface device;

transmit the first sub-image to a 3D disjiaybasedon the first input;

receive se cond input fro m the user interface device ; and

determine the modificauon information for the first sub -image based on the

second input.

12. The apparatus of claim 1 , the 3D graphics management module for execution on the

proc sor circuit to determine the modification information for the second sub-image

using one or more pix l matching techniques to identify ore or more corresponding

re ions of the first sub-image and the second sub-image.

13. The apparatus of claim 1 , the 3D graphics management module for execution on the

processor circuit to determine the modification information for the second sub-image

using one or more image rectification techniques to rectify one or more regions of the

second sub-image.



1 . The apparatus of claim 1 , the 3D graphics management module for e ecution on the

proc sor circuit to determine the modification information for the second sub-image

using one or more depth estimation techniques to estimate apparent depths of one or more

features in the first sub-image.

15. An image editing method, comprising:

deternuning modification information f a first sub-image in a three-dimensional

(3D) image comprising the first sub-image and a s cond sub -image;

modifying the first sub-image based on the modification information for the first

sub-image;

deternuning modification information fo the sec d sub -image based on the

modification information for the first su -ima g ; and

modifying the second sub -image based on the modification information for the

second sub-image.

l . The method of claim 15, comprising:

r eiving first input from a user interface device;

transmitting the first sub-image to a 3D displaybased on the first input;

receiving second input from the user interface device; and

deternuning the modification information for the first sub-image base d on the

second input.



17. The method of claim 15, comprising deterrrining the modification information tor

the se ond sub-image using one or more pixel matching techniques to identify one or

more corresponding regions f the first su -image and the second sub -image.

IS. The method of claim 15, comprising determining the modification information for

the se cond sub-image using one or more image rectification techniques to rectify one or

more regions of the second sub-image.

19. The method of claim 15, comprising determining the modification information for

the second sub-image using one or more depth estimation techniques to estimate appar t

depths of one or more features in the first sub-image.

20. An apparatus, comprising means for performing a method a ording to anyone of

claims 15 to 19.

2 1. An image editing system, comprising:

a processor circuit;

a transceiver; and

a three-dimensional (3D) graphics management module for execution on the

processor circuit to:



determine modification information for a first su -image in a 3D image

comprising the first sub-image and a second su -image;

modify the first sub-image based on the modification information for the

first sub-image;

determine modification information for the sec d sub -image based on the

modification information for the first sub -ima g ;

modify the second sub-image based on the niodification information for

the se cond sub-image ; ard

generate a second 3D image based on the modified first sub -image and the

modified second sub -image .

22. The system of claim 21, the 3D giaphics management module for execution on the

processor circuit to:

receive first input from a user interface device;

transmit the first sub-image to a 3D displaybasedon the first input;

receive se cond input fro m the user interface device ; and

determine the modification information for the first sub -image based on the

second input.

23 . The syste m of claim 21, the 3D giaphic s manage ment module for execution on the

proc sor circuit to determine the modification information for the second sub-image



using one or more pixel matching techniques to identify ore or more corresponding

re ions of the first sub-image and the second sub-image.

24. The syste m of claim 21, the 3D graphic manage ment module for execution on the

processor circuit to determine the modification information for the second sub-image

using one or more image rectification techniques to rectify one or more regions of the

second sub-image.

25 . The syste m of claim 21, the 3D giaphic manage ment module for execution on the

proc sor circuit to determine the modification information for the second sub-image

using one or more depth estimation techniques to estimate apparent depths of one or more

features in the first sub-image.
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